When the number of disks rises in disk array systems that contain multiple disk drives, system performance is limited by a bottleneck at a centralized controller andlor at a communication path that uses a bus.
Introduction
In recent years, high performance disk systems have been required to narrow a performance gap between processors and secondary storage devices. Also, large capacity is also needed to store very large data sets such as multimedia data or contents in WWW servers, very large database systems, and so on. To provide large capacity and high performance, a scalable storage-system architecture is needed.
A redundant array of inexpensive disks (RAID) [8] consists of many disks to enable high performance and large capacity. Also, a RAID maintains redundant information to ensure high reliability. Many commercial RAID products now are available.
As the number of disks grows, though, a system is expected to concurrently process many requests. This can lead to problems in a conventional level-5 RAID. First, disk accesses are distributed among many disk drives, but the communication between an array controller and the disk drives is concentrated on a bus. If the bus bandwidth is not wide enough, the performance of the whole system will be limited. Second, the probability of multiple disk failures in a RAID5 increases as the number of disks rises. If there are many disks in a system or the reliability of the individual disks is not very high, multiple disks will fail and data will be lost. Thud, when many access requests are processed concurrently in an array controller, the system performance may be limited by the CPU performance even if the bus is fast enough.
We have proposed a disk system architecture called DRnet(Data Reconstruction Network) [lll[ 13] [161 [17] . In DRnet, all disk dnves and interfaces to an external environment are connected by an interconnection network. This architecture provides system scalability by eliminating the central communication path typified by the bus in RAID5 or the array Controller. The functions of an array controller, e.g., the maintenance of redundant data, data caching, and data reconstruction to recover from disk failures, are distributed to all disk drives. Each disk drive processes these functions, acting as a 'disk node', with its own CPU and memory in a disk controller. DR-net also provides fault tolerance to multiple disk failures.
A great deal of work related to function distribution in a disk system has been reported. In [1] [5] [10], Active Disk, a successor of Network-attached secure disks (NASD) [6] [9], is discussed. This approach aims to shift part of the application programs to disk drives and to reduce the data transfer between an application server and disk drives. IDISK [7] has a general purpose CPU, a memory capacity of tens of megabytes and gigabit communication links in the disk drives. IDISK is designed for decision support systems (DDSs), but a disk array with a number of IDISKs can be made. In such a case, each IDISK will have the functions of a conventional array controller. TickerTAIP/DataMesh [2] [ 121 has multiple controllers which are connected to each other by an internal network. In [2] , it was shown that the system performance is improved by distribution of the parity calculation.
DR-net differs from these approaches, though, in that it is an architecture where the system scalability, considering not only performance but also reliability, is given a high priority. When the system becomes large and the number of components increased, it is necessary to tolerate multiple failures. DR-net architecture provides tolerance to double disk failures with its parity data management described below. Moreover, its symmetrical and uniform structure provides redundant communication paths between disk drives when communication failures occur.
We expect DR-net to take advantage of function distribution when the number of disks is large because the communication and controller load are not concentrated on specific system components and are distributed over the whole system. We also expect DR-net to use its system resources effectively because each disk node can precisely manage and use its disk and communication links precisely with local information about them, i.e., busy or idle, access schedule, and so on. Furthermore, each disk node processes its tasks more parallelly because the autonomous disk node can process its tasks without waiting for directions from a remote centralized controller.
In this paper, we show the effect of function distribution and disk drive autonomy through simulations. Particularly, we evaluated the read and write access throughput when the system is scaled up with high reliability, in comparison to a conventional disk system that is hierarchically structured with multiple buses. This paper is organized as follows: in the next section, the structure and behavior of DR-net is briefly described.
In section 3, models of disk systems used in the simulation are described. Results of the simulation experiments are discussed in section 4.
Overview of DR-net
DR-net consists of disk nodes, interface nodes, and an interconnection network. It eliminates the performance bottleneck that exists in RAID5 by connecting nodes with an interconnection network instead of a bus, and by distributing array controller functions to disk drives. In this section, we describe the structure and behavior of DR-net.
Disk Nodes
A disk node consists of a disk drive and a disk controller. The controller has its own CPU and memory so that it is not only able to process disk accesses but can also calculate parity to maintain redundant data and communicate with other nodes via communication links. When a disk node receives a request from an interface node or another disk to external environment 0 disknode interface node +... request Figure 1 . Interface node in DR-net node, it accesses its disk drives to read or write data. If the drive fails, it reconstructs data or updates parity cooperating neighboring nodes through internode communication.
Interface Nodes
An inte$ace node is also connected to the network to send access requests from the external environment to disk nodes and return results from the nodes. The number of interface nodes in DR-net is unlimited because they can be placed at any position in the network. For example, if we use a mesh or torus network to connect disk nodes, the interface node can be placed at any link between the disk nodes ( Figure 1 ). Thus, DR-net enables communication throughout the network and provides a wide bandwidth to the external environment through many interface nodes.
Parity Groups
A parity.group is a unit that consists of a number of disk nodes and maintains redundant parity data. In a parity group, one disk node (a parity node) contains a parity block in its disk drive and the other nodes contain data blocks (data nodes). When parity management is needed in a parity group, data nodes send related data to a parity node and the parity node calculates the parity. The location of a parity node in a parity group can be switched just as the location of a parity block in RAID5 is switched in each parity stripe; thus, parity blocks are distributed to all disks to avoid load concentration during parity updating[ 111 [ 131.
DR-net can conceptually use any kind of network topology, but a two-dimensional torus network is especially appropriate for mapping compact parity groups and to keep the locality of communication in a parity group. We focus on the 2D-torus network in this paper. are referred to as SPGs (secondparity groups). Each parity group maintains a parity block so that it can tolerate one disk failure in the group. SPGs are used to provide tolerance to multiple disk failures in an FPG. An SPG consists of five nodes which each belong to different FPGs. DR-net provides higher reliability than RAID6 or a mirroring system with these parity groups[ 161. Furthermore, it enables tolerance to any single communication failures because its flat and uniform structure provides alternative communication paths between any two nodes. When a data block in a disk node is updated, two parity blocks must also be updated one in an FPG and one in an SPG. A new parity block is generated by a read-modifywrite operation. The shapes of the parity groups in Figures 2 and 3 were designed to maintain the locality of the communications.
Modeling of Disk Systems
To examine the effects of distributed functions and disk node autonomy, we evaluated DR-net, comparing it to a conventional disk system that has a hierarchical structure with multiple buses, through simulation. In this section, we describe how we modeled the evaluated systems and the parameters that we used in the simulation experiments.
Hierarchical Disk System
Many disk array systems, e.g., RAID-II[4], use a hierarchical structure to take system scalability into account, Figure 4 depicts the modeling structure of the system we \ cont&ing parity blocks Parity Group at this phase 
Interfaces to an External Environment
An interface receives read and write requests from an external environment, sends them to array controllers via a front-end bus, receives the results, and sends the results back to the external environment.
In our simulations, after an interface sent a disk access request to an array controller, it immediately generated another request and tried to send it also. When an interface tried to send an disk access request to an array controller and the controller had no buffer space to queue the request, the interface was suspended until the request could be queued. It was also suspended if the front-end bus was being used for other communication.
The destination of each disk access request generated by an interface was randomly selected. All accesses were a read or write of a 64-KB block.
Buses
The system has three kinds of bus. The front-end bus is the only bus that connects all interfaces and all array controllers. A request waiting for release of a bus can immediately acquire the bus as soon as the communication using that bus ends. There is no priority for bus acquisition and a request is randomly selected to acquire a bus if there are more than one request waiting for release of the bus.
Array Controllers
An array controller receives requests from interfaces and sends disk access requests to disks. If it receives multiple requests, it can process them concurrently; that is, if a process of one request is suspended for some reason (e.g., waiting for the release of an intermediate bus), the controller can begin processing another request.
The controller also calculates parity data to maintain redundant data as a precaution against disk failures. The redundant data is maintained as in DR-net; in other words, FPGs and SPGs are organized within a set of disks that are connected by the same intermedate bus via back-end buses and bus controllers. An FPG consists of disks connected to different back-end buses. An SPG consists of disks connected to the same back-end bus.
DR-net
Each interface node in DR-net is similar to an interface in a hierarchical disk system except that it is connected to a two-dimensional torus network by two links. All interface nodes are located at equal distances from their neighbors to evenly distribute communications over the whole network.
Each disk node is connected by four links and can communicate directions simultaneously. When a disk node tries to send a message to another node and a link which is part of the communication path is being used for other communication, the message cannot pass until the other communication finishes. A disk node can handle multiple requests like an array controller of a hierarchical disk system, but has less memory so the number of requests is much smaller. Table 1 summarizes the parameters used in our simulations. These parameters were adjusted to be match high-end disk systems.
Parameters
We used a l-GB/s bandwidth for the front-end bus because such a bandwidth will be common when PCI-X and IO-Gbps Fibrechannel become available in the near future. The bandwidths of the other buses and links correspond to 4-Gbps and 1-Gbps Fibrechannel, but the simulation was not based on any specific hardware devices.
The number of requests concurrently buffered and processed in an array controller was 50 times the number in a disk node because an array controller must manage 50 disks.
The ratios define the number of system components. For example, if the number of disks was 100, the number of interfaces, array controllers, and FPGs was 20, 2, and 20, respectively.
Results and Discussion
This section presents our simulation results conceming the throughput of read/write access and data reconstruction when disks fail.
Readwrite performance
Figures 5 and 6 show the read and write throughput when the number of disks rose from 50 to 500. DR-net provided high read access throughput in proportion to the number of disks. On the other hand, when the number of disks was greater than 200, the throughput provided by the hierarchical system saturated at about 14,000 I/Os per second (equal to 900 MB/s). The front-end bus was obviously a performance bottleneck because its bandwidth was only 1 GB/s. The write access throughput was lower than the read access throughput because a write operation needs six disk accesses to update one data and two parity blocks for an FPG and an SPG. Thus, the front-end bus was not overwhelmed and the write throughput increased in proportion to the number of disks in the hierarchical system also.
When the number of disks increases in a hierarchical system, more than a wider front-end bus bandwidth is needed. The bus must also be able to connect a number of array controllers and interfaces whose numbers increase in proportion to the number of disks. If the number of bus ports increases, however, it is likely to become more difficult to keep a wide bandwidth and a short setup time. Figure 7 shows the influence of setup time in a hierarchical system with 400 disks that uses a high-bandwidth (3 GB/s) front-end bus. When the setup time of the front-end bus was short (1 us), the system throughput was as high as that of DR-net. As the setup time increased, however, throughput decreased. When a setup time increases from 1 us to 5 us, throughput was decreased by 30%.
To keep the bandwidth of front-end buses high and their setup time short, the structure of a hierarchical system can be modified to limit the number of front-end bus ports; that is, the number of array controllers and interfaces. The throughput provided by such systems, each having 400 disks and Figure 8 . In the figure, 10 x 40 (for example) means that a back-end bus connects 10 disks and an array controller manages 20 (=40/2) back-end buses. The bandwidth of the intermediate and back-end buses also became higher in some systems because their number of ports are increased to compensate for the decreased number of front-end bus ports (Table 2) . By modlfying the system structure, as shown in Figure K , hierarchical systems can provide read throughput nearly as high as that of DR-net. The modification of the structure, however, affects the write throughput because each array controller must manage more disks than in the original structure. Figure 9 shows that each array controller needs much higher parity calculation throughput to provide write throughput as high as that of DR-net. The hierarchical system's throughput was only 70% that of DR-net even when the parity calculation throughput was 500 MB/s. Although CPU power continues to rapidly increase, the throughput of parity calculation depends strongly on memory access speed because a large amount of data must be calculated, and so the whole data cannot be stored in the CPU cache.
Thus, the above results show that DR-net, which has a flat uniform structure, provides better scalability than conventional hierarchical disk systems. In terms of cost, the elimination of expensive components (e.g., high-end CPUs and state-of-the-art communication technology) makes DRnet more cost-effective than the conventional systems. Furthermore, in order to provide tolerance to any single failure, the front-end bus and intermediate buses must be duplicated because if one of them fails, there is no alternative communication path and the accessibility to some data is lost.
Data Reconstruction
In this section, the data reconstruction throughput is shown as an example of the advantages of disk node autonomy.
When one or more disks fail, they are replaced by new disks and the data stored in the failed disks are reconstructed using redundant data. The data reconstruction throughput is important to system reliability because the probability of data loss increases if the reconstruction process takes a long time [8] [3].
In a hierarchical system, when a failed disk is replaced, an array controller reads data and parity from disks in the parity group that the failed disk belonged to, regenerates the data by parity calculation, then stores it on the new disk. In DRnet, a disk node that has a new disk regenerates the data by cooperating with other disk nodes in the same parity group. A parallel parity calculation is done in multiple nodes. The data and parity used for regeneration are sent to and received from disk nodes. The communications are, however, done locally because they are within a parity group.
In the simulation described below, both systems had 50 disks and pre-fetched up to 10 disk blocks. No priority was given to a disk access request related to the reconstruction process. Figures 10 and 11 show, respectively, the data reconstruction throughput when one disk failed and the interfaces issued read requests, and when two disks failed and the interfaces issued write requests. We used these two simulations in order to examine the influence of controller CPU workload. In the latter case, CPU workload was much higher than the former because controllers had to calculate parity data to process write requests during the reconstruction process for two failed disks.
The difference in the throughput of the two systems was clearly not caused by the parity calculation throughput because XOR performance did not affect the results. Also, the communication bandwidth was equal in both systems because the read and write throughputs were nearly equal when the number of disks was small (Figures 5 and 6) . Thus, the difference must be due to the disk nodes autonomy. Each disk node that is related to the reconstruction process can pre-fetch disk blocks or immediately send data to other nodes when the disk or the link is idle. On the other hand, in a hierarchical system, a disk does not perform a pre-fetch, even if the disk is idle, until a pre-fetch request is received from an array controller. The disk node autonomy allows DR-net to use its resources more effectively than the hierarchical system. Figure 10 shows that DR-net can reconstruct data six times as fast as the hierarchical system. If write requests are processed during reconstruction, though, the reconstruction throughput falls (Figure 11 ) because write requests need more system resources than read requests.
Conclusions
In this paper, we examined the effect of distributed functions and disk drives autonomy in disk systems. We evaluated our disk system architecture, DR-net, which connects autonomous disk drives with an interconnection network, through simulation and compared it to a conventional disk system with a hierarchical structure. System scalability and data reconstruction throughput, which is related to system reliability, were discussed.
DR-net has a flat uniform structure and provided high throughput in proportion to the number of disks. On the other hand, the throughput provided by a hierarchical system saturated because of a performance bottleneck at the front-end bus. If a high-bandwidth front-end bus with a large number of ports was used, the increased setup time decreased the performance of the whole system. An increase in setup time increases from 1 us to 5 us decreased throughput by 30%. Furthermore, if a high-bandwidth front-end bus which has few ports and a short setup time, each array controller will need an extremely high parity calculation throughput to keep the write throughput high. The hierarchical system provided only 70% of the DR-net throughput even when the parity calculation throughput was 5OOMB/s. DR-net also provided high data reconstruction throughput. Because each disk node in DR-net can do its task without waiting for directions from an array controller, DR-net effectively utilizes its resources (e.g., disk drives, communication links, and so on.) When one disk fails during readrequest processing, DR-net can reconstruct data six times as fast as the hierarchical system.
In this paper, we evaluated the effect of autonomy in terms of data reconstruction throughput. In actual systems, however, we expect all tasks that disk nodes process, e.g., disk access scheduling, to benefit from the autonomy. Furthermore, it is possible to execute other programs in disk nodes of DR-net because their processors are general-purpose. Currently, we are evolving our approach and working on Autonomous Disk [14] [15], the successor of DR-net, that 
